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SYNOPSIS
Advancements in DNA microarray technology have led to the development of novel learning
algorithms for investigating the regulatory roles of genes at the genomic level. From simple clustering to
more sophisticated complex hybrid algorithms, system biologists have sought to model gene interactions
underlying molecular cell processes from mRNA concentration measurements. These interactions are
captured in what researchers refer to as a gene regulatory network (GRN) through a process known as
reverse engineering. GRNs have been particularly useful in targeted pathway analysis, disease treatment,
medical diagnosis and biomedical research. In this study, a network identification algorithm for recovering
sparse, stable and Granger-causal GRNs from steady-state gene expression data is presented. Results
indicate that the stability specification not only ensures consistency with the steady-state assumptions,
but also significantly improves the identification performance. The proposed technique is based on convex
optimization and is applicable to the identification of genome-scale gene regulatory networks.
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